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lsosceles Triangular Plate Under Uniform 

Bending Moment 

Sumio G. Nomachi and Kenichi Matsuoka 

Abstract 

Making use of the complex function often leads us to the solution of explicit form for the 

various problems in the field of mathematical physics. It is same with the bending problem of 

the thin plate， and many investigators found the solutions of explicit form for the peculiar case 

of the thin plate， which could otherwise hardly be obtained. In this paper， a new method of 

solving the bending of simply supported isosceles triangular plate under uniform bending moment 

by means of the complex function， is presented. The solution of explicit form is given to the 

right isosceles triangular plate under uniform bending moment. 

1. Fundamental Equation 

The bending of plate is governed by the equations as follows; 

Aw=-MjD， 

AM=-q， 

where w: deflection of the plate， 

M = (Mx + My)j(l竹)， 

I a2w a2ω¥ 
M，= 一 DI-';;--'::~-+ ν~，，_-; 1 ¥ ax2 ，~ aγ/ 

I a2w a1w ¥ 
M包=一DI~，，_~;十ν|¥りν ax2

) 

D = Eh3j12(1-，})， 

h: thickness of the plate， 
νPoison's ratio. 
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Fig. 1. 

The symbolic notation A denotes the harmonic differentiation: 

。2 a2 a2 
Â= 一τ+--;;'--?=4~-::::-ax2 

' aγ aza芝

in which 

Z 
乏 =x土zy，

and the equation (1) becomes 

4 ~2~ =_~ 一一-
b仮 D'

(209) 
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which yields for the constant M 

切 =-JZ蜘 FAJ+手Anzn (4 ) 

2. Boundary Conditions 

Am瓦nin the equation (4)， are the integration constants which should be 

determined so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. Choosing the isosceles 

triangle as shown in Fig. 1， and supposing all sides are simply supported and 

bent by the moment M， we may write that the deflection vanishes at the edge 

x=O， as 

for z+芝=0ω=0，

and the symmetry of ωwith respect to the axis y = 0， as 

for z一宏 =0
。印。叩 A

az a芝 -v

Thus， we have 

Aη十 An(-l)n=o， (nキ 2)

A2+ Az = -M/(4D)， 

Aη-An=O， 

from which n has to be an odd integer and An is always rea1. 
The remainning boundary is identifIed by 

my+x-a=O， 

that is 

(+ど =0

where 

( = z(l-mi)-a ， m=a/b. 

Thus， the simply supported condition at the above edge is expressed by 

for (= -E， w=O. 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 

( 9 ) 

(10) 

(11) 

According to the symmetry with respect to the x axis，ωis also cancelled along 

the line AC. 
The substitution of the equation (11) into the equation (4)， yields 

lv[ ((+a)(E+a) . '" Af (!". ¥n!'. '¥n. !c，. \~" .¥_1 
ω=-4D寸 i千両 +ド社((+昨(1+mi)叫(ご+α)π(l-mi)ηf'

where 

A~ = An/(l+mヤ， n = 1， 3， 5， ・・・

Putting t: = -( into the above， we have from the equation (10) 

(210) 
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写 A~{(川)匁(1 十 mi)叫 (α一か(l-mi)n}
+A2(2(d C2) 広+α戸(1+mi)2 ， ((-a)2(1 一川~~

l (1 +記ア+ 一 (1'+m2
) +一寸I工商τ-f=

which follows that 

(12) 

A;，=O， for n>3， 

as well as 

Af[仙紙2)山 m2)一川(+(3)(3m-m3)] 

十143Fl(GZ+ぴ)(1-m2)-4似+(1 +m2) (a2ーと十A~(a一 (mi) = 0 

from which we五ndthat 

A
吐G

 
A
一3

一
川
川

一一

α

1

一一

A

b

 

A3 = - A2j(32a) ， m2=3， ん =-Mj(8D)，

and 

w=ん日+2zz)一会山3)ーキ(山)， (13) 

which is the solution of the equi-lateral triangular plate and identical with what 

S. W oinowsky.刷Kriegerfound out. 

3. Linear Transform 

Let 

z = x+zcy， (14) 

and 

。2W 1 d2w 1 d2ω¥ 
4azd言ニ同十と正副， (15) !，1ft" 

(+と =x+cmy-a.

The replacement of z by x + icγinto the 
equation (13)， yields the deflection of another 
isosceles triangular plate under another dis圃

tribution of M which will be given in the 

following discussion. 

χ 

Since C 

422=-m， 

d2w d2w . r ，~ 1. 1 ¥ d2w 
Vd;; + -"d1I = - Mj D + ~ 1-;2) Vd;; ， 

(211) 

Fig. 2. 
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into which putting 

we have 

。2W eiw a2w ~ a2w 
一一一一+一一一一c2ay2 - az2 

1 a'，22 '-' aza芝'

。2W a2w 1+c2 M Mx(1-c2) 
一一一一一一一 一一-ax2 

1 ay2 - 2 D 16αD (16) 

the right side of which is the distribution of M corresponding to the transforma-

tion mentioned above. 

4. One Mohr Linear Distribution of M" 

Let-f十日q(z+乏)， then 

l 
.W=ρzz+qz乏(z+乏)+ρ(Z2+芝2)コデ+A(Z3十芝3)+Aj(z+乏) (17) 

which satisfys the conditons (5) and (6)， and the remainning condition 

(+ご =0， w=o， 

yields 

A- 1+仰向=--lfρ， A12一ず

m2-3 
q= 長一ρ.

So that the de自ectionw takes the follwing form : 

l J.. (_  ，o:¥2 ap (_ ，o:¥ P ...2 
ZU tj汐(叶乏yーす(叶'，2)一石川zーが(叶芝)一面(叶芝)3

(18) 

and the corresponding M is expressed by 

M=一均{1十 f(m2-3):) (19) 

Cancelling the term of x/αbetween the right side of (16) and (19)， we have 

2Dp(m2-3) -M(1-c2)/(16) = 0， (20) 

in which m is' an index of the triangle and must be given as to equate the both 

triangular shape， namely; m 2 =3/c2
• 

5. Solution for Isosceles Triangular Plate 

Writing the right side of the equation (14)， we have 

2(x十icy)= z(l十c)十乏(l-c)，

(212) 
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which is substituted for z into (13)， the expression of the deflection of the trans幽

formed triangular plate may be obtaind. Thus， we五nallycome to the deflection 

by the supperposition of the both results with the relation (20)， as follows : 

Mc2
(但1-c2

) L~ ，~\? 1_ ， ~\ 3 I~ ~\?/~， ~\ 1 1_ ， ~，，1 
即下2 寸面万 i件(伶z叶山+吋叫州芝刻貯)戸2_a一寸α山+咋羽芝易)一互F炉(zト円一」乏附+什叫乏劃)一互瓦す瓦忌(z叶ι+什叫乏罰訂)3

十品剖[正土一」:ξ引計2計叫(トz叫山(但1+円山(1十(l+c)+礼 的)+?-K21
(21) 
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